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COMPARISON OF CERTAIN H°° -DOMAINS OF HOLOMORPHY

ULF BACKLUND

Abstract. We study open sets defined by certain global plurisubharmonic func-

tions in CN . We examine how the fact that the connected components of the

sets are H°° -domains of holomorphy is related to the structure of the set of

discontinuity points of the global defining functions and to polynomial convex-

ity.

0. Introduction

In this paper we study certain properties of some open sets defined by global

plurisubharmonic functions in C^ . More precisely, we consider the sets

Du = {zeCN :u(z)<0},

Eh = {(z,w)eCN xC:h(z,w)< 1}

where u is a plurisubharmonic function of minimal growth and h ^ 0 is a

nonnegative homogeneous plurisubharmonic function. (That is, the functions

u and h belong to the classes L(CN) and H+(CN xC) respectively. For defini-

tions, see §1.) We examine how the fact that Eh and the connected components

of Du are //°°-domains of holomorphy is related to the structure of the set of

discontinuity points of the global defining functions and to polynomial convex-

ity. One of our results is that if Du is bounded and if the set of discontinuity

points of u is pluripolar, then Du is of type H°° (Theorem 9). We also ex-

amine whether these notions are preserved under a certain bijective mapping

between L(CN) and H+(CN x C). In particular, we give two counterexamples

(Theorem 11 and Theorem 12) which show that polynomial convexity is not

preserved under this bijection.

1. Definitions

If Q is an open subset of C^ , N > I ,we denote by PSH(Q) the family of
plurisubharmonic functions on Q.
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We consider the following subsets of PSH(CAr) :

L(CN) = {cpe PSH(C^) : sup {cp(z) - log(l + |z|)} < +00) ,
I z€C" J

L+(C") = \cpe L(CN) : inf {<p(z) - log(l + \z\)} > -col,

H+(CN) = {tpe PSH(C") : (p ja 0, tp(Xz) = \X\cp(z) VA £ C, Vz£CN}.

We will study the following two mappings:

S : L(CN) ri H+(CN x C)   defined by

(Su)(z, w) := \w\expu(z/w),        (z, w) £CN x (C\{0}),

:=   lim sup   |Ç|expw(z/Ç),        (z, w) £ CN x {0},
(z,O-(r,0)

and

T : H+(CN x C) - L(CN)   defined by

(7-A)(z):=logA(z, 1),        z£CN.

Su is clearly nonnegative homogeneous. The fact that u £ L(CN) means that

there is a constant ßu such that

u(z)<ßu + log(l + \z\),        Z£CN.

Hence

|w|expM(z/u;) < eßu(\z\ + \w\)

which implies that the plurisubharmonic function |u;|expw(z/w;) is locally

bounded from above near the analytic set {(z, w) £ CN x C : \w\ = 0} . From

this the plurisubharmonicity of Su follows. That Th belongs to L(CN) fol-
lows from [4].

The mapping S is a bijection and T is the inverse mapping of 5".

Let u £ L(CN) and A G H+(CN x C). We define two open sets.

Du = {z£CN :u(z)<0},

En = {(z, w) £ CN x C : h(z, w) < 1}.

Remark. The connected components of Du are domains of holomorphy and

En is a balanced domain of holomorphy.

2. Lemmas

In this section we state and prove some lemmas.

Lemma 1. If u £ L+(CN), then Du and ESu are bounded sets.

Proof. Since u £ L+(CN), there exists a constant au such that

u(z)> au + log(l + \z\),        z£CN.

Hence Du is bounded. Moreover

(Su)(z, w) > \w\exp(Q„ + log(l + \z\/\w\)) = ea»(\z\ + \w\).

This gives that ESu is bounded.   G
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Lemma 2. If h £ H+(CN x C) and Eh is bounded, then DTh is bounded.

Proof. Since Eh  is bounded, we have A(z, w) > 1  for \z\, \w\  sufficiently

large.
In particular,  A(z, 1) > 1  and hence (Th)(z) = logA(z, 1) > 0 for |z|

sufficiently large.
Hence DTh is bounded.   G

Notation. If cp is a subharmonic function on CN , then by N(<p) we denote

the set
N(<p) = {z £ CN : cp is discontinuous at z}.

Lemma 3. If u £ PSH(CA') and Du is bounded, then there exists a function

u+ £ L+(CN) such that Du = Du+ . Moreover N(u+) is contained in N(u).

Proof. Since Du is bounded, there is a number R > 1  such that Du is con-

tained in the ball of radius R - 1 centered at 0.

We define the function u+ by

+ .                 (u(z)log((l+R)/R) l + \z\\ ,..„
u+(z) := max p"-^-^.-l.log—¿-¡-    ,        \z\<R,

1 + lzl
:=logi^,        \z\>R.

Since
,. u(Qlog((l+R)/R) ^,     l + |z|
hm sup -^——-T^r-^- < log —^-L

r-+z        supK|<Ä+1 «({) /?

for all  z  such that |z| = R, we see that w+  is plurisubharmonic on C^.

Obviously, u+ belongs to L+(CN) and Du = Du+.
It is easy to see that if u is continuous at a point z , then u+ is also contin-

uous at z and this proves the lemma.   G

Lemma 4. Let v be a subharmonic function on CN . If N(v) is closed and has

Lebesgue measure zero, then int {z £CN : v(z) < 0} = {z £ CN : v(z) < 0}.

Proof. Assume that v is nonconstant and suppose there is point

z° £ int {z£CN: v(z) < 0}\{z £CN :v(z)<0}.

Then u(z°) > 0 and there is an r > 0 such that the ball B(z°, r) is con-

tained in int{z £ CN : v(z) < 0}. By the maximum principle there is a point

z' £ B(z°, r) with v(z') > 0 but points in B(z°, r) where v > 0 must belong

to 5(z°, r) n JV(t;) and, since N(v) has Lebesgue measure zero, the subhar-

monicity of v implies that v < 0 on B(z°, r). This gives a contradiction.   G

3. The main results

We recall some definitions.

Definition 1. If K is a compact set in C^, then the set

K = \z £ CN : \P(z)\ < sup \P(Q\ for every polynomial p\

is called the polynomially convex hull of K. A compact set K in C^ is said

to be polynomially convex if K = K.
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Definition 2. A domain Q in C^ is said to be an //°°-domain of holomorphy

if Q is biholomorphic to its H°°-envelope of holomorphy.

Definition 3. An open set fi in C^ is said to be of type H°° if the connected

components of Í2 are //°°-domains of holomorphy.

Definition 4. A set E in C^ is said to be pluripolar if for each point z e E

there exists a neighbourhood U of z and a function cp £ PSH(C/) such that

cp = -co on EC\ U .

We will examine how these notions are related for Du and Ef,. We also

study whether they are preserved under the mappings S and T.

We prove that if A is a function in H+(CN x C) such that Eh is bounded

and if « is a function in L+(CN), then the following diagram holds for the

mappings 5 and T.

Thl Th2

<=      E~h = Eh&

N(h) is pluripolar    <=>    Eh is of type H°°   =£>      int £7, = Eh

Th3

F IT 5      Th4    $ Th7 tf^ ThlO Thlltf^Thl2

Th8 Th5

N(u) is pluripolar    J    Du is of type H°° Du - Du &
=* *      int £>u = Da

Th9 Th6

Remark. It follows from Lemma 1 and Lemma 2 that all sets being considered

in the diagram are bounded.

Theorem 1 is due to J. Siciak [5]:

Theorem 1. Let h £ H+(CN x C) such that Eh is bounded. Then Eh is of type
H°° if and only if N(h) is pluripolar.

Theorem 2. Let h £ H+(CN x C) such that Eh is bounded. Assume that Eh is

polynomially convex and intEh = Eh . Then Eh is of type H°° .

Proof. Suppose that Eh is not of type H°° .
Then every function in H°°(Eh) can be holomorphically continued to a

strictly larger open set U in C*xC such that U\Eh has nonempty inte-
rior. The polynomials belong to Hco(Eh) and since the supremum norm of a

function in //°°(FA) cannot increase under holomorphic extension to U, we

get a contradiction to the fact that Eh is polynomially convex.   G

Remark. The proof uses only the fact that the set Q is a bounded open set in

C"xC with ñ = Q and intfi = Q..
The converse of Theorem 2 is not true as the following result of U. Cegrell

[1] shows:
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Theorem 3. There exists a function h £ //+(C3) such that Eh is a bounded

domain of type H°° with intEh = Eh but Eh is not polynomially convex.

Proof.

/oo \

h(zx, z2,w) = exp I ^a.jmax(lo%\zx -a¡z2\, log|iü|) J +max(|zi|, |z2|, M)

V-i /

where (a¡)f=x is dense in the unit circle and (o.fyfLx is a sequence of positive

numbers with Y1JLX otj = I. For the details, see [1].   G

Remark. In [6] it was proved that the converse of Theorem 2 is true when

N= 1.

Theorem 4. If u £ L(CN) and N(u) is pluripolar, then N(Su) is pluripolar. If
A £ H+(CN x C) and N(h) is pluripolar, then N(Th) is pluripolar.

Proof. Assume that u £ L(CN) and that N(u) is pluripolar. By Josefson's

theorem [2] and [3], there exists a function <P„ e L(CN) such that <P„ s -co on

N(u). Consider the plurisubharmonic function log |«;| + Q>u(z/w) for w ^ 0.

Since <P„ £ L(CN), we have

log|iu| + 0)M(z/ii;) < log M + ß, + log( 1 + |z|/M) = ßu + log(|z| + \w\)

for some constant ßu . Hence log|i(/|+<I>u(z/u;) is locally bounded from above

near {(z, w) £ CN x C : |tu| = 0} .

This means that the function

<DSu(z, w) := log\w\ + <S>u(z/w),        (z, w) £ CN x (C\{0}),

:=   lim sup  log|C| + Ou(z/0,        (z, w) £ CN x {0},
(z,i)—(z,0)

is plurisubharmonic on C^xC. We have that N(Su) is contained in the set

C" x {0}    U   [cN(u) x {c}]
0^c€C

and from this it follows that <t>su = -oo on N(Su). Consequently, N(Su) is

pluripolar.
Suppose now that A e H+(CN x C) and that N(h) is pluripolar. Then

there exists a function <PA 6 L(C^ x C) such that <PA = -co on N(h).

Since N(Th) = N(logh(z, 1)) = JV(A(z, 1)), we see that 0>A(z, 1) = -co
on N(Th). Thus N(Th) is pluripolar.   G

Theorem 5. Let u £ L(CN) such that Du is bounded. Assume that Du is

polynomially convex and intDu = Du. Then Du is of type H°° .

Proof. The argument is the same as in Theorem 2.   G

Theorem 6. There exists a function u £ L+(C3) such that Du is of type H°°

with int Du = Du but Du is not polynomially convex.

Proof. Consider the function A in the proof of Theorem 3. Since A £ //+(C3)

the function u = log A belongs to L(C3) (see e.g. [4]). The result then follows

from Lemma 3.   G
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Theorem 7. There exists a function u£L+(C) suchthat Du is of type H°° but

ESu is not of type H°° .

Proof. Consider the function

A(z, w) = :r exp j ^ a/log |z - djV)\ J + max(|z|, |iu|)

V=' J
where (a^JL^ is dense in the unit circle and (a>)^i is a sequence of positive

numbers with J2%x ctj = I . Then //+(C2) and we have

u(z) = (Th)(z) = log j exp j yajlog\z - Oj\    + max(|z|, 1)    - log3.

V     \j=x J J
In [1] it is proved that Du is of type H°° but En is not of type H°° . To show

that u £ L+(C) we observe that

u(z) > log(max(|z|, 1)) - log 3 > log O^f^) ~ log 3.

Thus w€L+(C).   G

Theorem 8. There exists a function u£L+(C) suchthat Du is of type H°° but

N(u) is a nonpluripolar set.

Proof. As a consequence of Theorem 1 and Theorem 4, the function in Theorem

7 gives the result.   G

Theorem 9. Let u £ L(CN). Assume that Du is bounded and N(u) is pluripolar.

Then Du is of type H°° .

Proof. Since N(u) is pluripolar, there exists a function cp £ L(CN) ([2], [3])

such that N(u) is contained in

{z £CN :cp(z) =-oo}

and we can assume that cp < 0 on Du .

If z is a boundary point of Du , then u(z) > 0 and if z 6 dDu\N(u), then

equality holds.
Let z° be an arbitrary boundary point of Du and let r > 0 be an arbitrary

real number. Then u is not constant on the ball B(z°, r) since B(z°, r)nn„ /

0 and it follows from the plurisubharmonicity of u that u > 0 on a set of

positive Lebesgue measure in B(z°, r).

Since {z £ C" : ç» = -oo} have Lebesgue measure zero, there is a set of

positive Lebesgue measure in B(z°, r) such that cp > -co and u > 0 on that

set.
We define the function g by

g(z) =au(z) + (l -a)cp(z)

where 0 < a < 1. By choosing a sufficiently close to 1 we have that g > 0 on

a set of positive Lebesgue measure in B(z°, r). We also have that

supg(C)<0.
CeDu
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Since g £ L(CN) there exists a sequence {F,} of complex polynomials (degP,

< j) on C^ such that

g(z) = I limsupj——log|F,-(z)| J   .

(Here the asterisk denotes upper regularization; i.e. y/*(z) = lim supz,^z ip(z').)
Hence

sup g(Q < 0

i€Du

except possibly for a pluripolar set.  This implies that there is a point z' in

£(z°, r) suchthat z' <£ T)u .

Thus we have shown that in an arbitrary neighbourhood of each boundary

point of Du there is a point which does not lie in the polynomially convex hull

of Du . It follows that Du is of type H°° .   G

Theorem 10. Let A € H+(CN x C) such that Eh is bounded. If Eh is of type
H°°, then DTh is of type H°° .

Proof. This follows from Theorem 1, Theorem 4, and Theorem 9.   G

Theorem 11. There exists a function u£L+(C2) suchthat Du is polynomially

convex and int Du = Du but Esu is not polynomially convex.

Proof. Let A be the function in the proof of Theorem 3.   By applying the

mapping T to A/3 we get

u(z) = log   exp J ^aJmax(log|z1 -a¡z2\, 0) J +max(|zi|, |z2|, 1) J -log3

where (af)f=x is dense in the unit circle and (af)f=x is a sequence of positive

numbers with Y^f=xai = 1 • We prove that Du is polynomially convex. Observe

that Du is the intersection of a decreasing sequence of compact sets DUm ; that

Du= f] DUm

for

I      lm \ \
um(z) = log   exp   ^QJmax(log|zi -a¡z2\, 0)    +max(|zi|, |z2|, 1)   -log3

where (a.j)f=x and (a;-)JÎ, are the same sequences as for u. It is enough to

prove that each DUm is polynomially convex.

Let z° be an arbitrary point in DUm . The function um is continuous and

therefore DUm is contained in the set

A = {z£C>:um(z)<0}.

By the continuity of um , the point z° cannot lie in C2\/l. Thus we can assume

that um(z°) = 0.
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Let U be an arbitrary neighbourhood of z° and let A be a complex number

with |A| sufficiently close to 1, |A| < 1, so that Xz° £ U. Then um(Xz°) < 0

which means that z° 6 DUm . Hence DUm is polynomially convex.

_ By Lemma 4, we see that intDu = Du and it is clear, by Theorem 3, that

Eh/3 is not polynomially convex.

It remains to show that u £ L+(C2). This follows from the observation that

((I      |2   ,   I      |2\i   .   i \
Uzil  + \z^ ,2+   | _iQg3^   n

Theorem 12. There exists a function A e H+(C2) such that Eh is a bounded

polynomially convex set and intEn=En but DTh is not polynomially convex.

Proof. Suppose that we already have constructed a continuous function u e

L+(C) with the properties that u = 0 on the closed unit disk D(0, 1) in C

and u < 0 on abounded set consisting of open disks in C\D(0, 1) with centers

clustering at the boundary of D(0, 1). This means that dD(0, 1) is contained

in Du. Consequently, D(0, 1) is contained in Du and since 0(0, 1) is not

contained in Du , we see that Du is not polynomially convex.

By applying the mapping S to u we obtain a function h = Su in H+(C2)

and it follows from the definition of S that A is continuous.  Eh is bounded

by Lemma 1. We have that Eh = intEh (see [6]) and this gives that Eh is
polynomially convex. (Since the dimension is two, this could also be seen,

alternatively, from Theorem 1 and the remark after Theorem 3.) Obviously,

we have int Eh — Eh- Hence the theorem follows if we can construct such a

function u. In order to do this we will inductively define a sequence {uf}°f=x

of continuous functions in L(C).

First recall that the L-extremal function of a set F in C^ is defined by

VF(z) = sup{w(z) : u £ L(CN) ,u<0onF},        z £ CN.

For D(z°, r) = {z £ C : \z - z°\ < r} we have

2 ~ Z    I       f\\fe^) = max(loê^A°)

Let M > 3 be a fixed number. Let ux = VD{0 „ and let 3X be a number such

that 0 < ¿i < 1 and 0 < ux < 2"3 on D(0, 1 +3X)\D(0, I). Furthermore let

D(cx, rx )   (rx > 0) be a closed disk in 0(0, 1 + 3X )\D(0, 1 ).
Assume that we have, for j £ Z+ , numbers 8X > S2 > ■ ■ ■ > 8¡ > 0, pairwise

disjoint closed disks D(ck, rk) (rk > 0) in D(0, 1 +8k)\D(0, 1) (1 < k < j)
and a continuous function u¡ £ L(C) satisfying

(i) uj = 0 on Z)(0, 1),

(ii) 0 < Uj < 2-0+2) on D(0, 1 +^)\£>(0, 1),

(iii) -^ + 4-V+2) < uj < -jfW - 4-(>+2> on D(ck , rk)   (1 < k < j),

(iv) \uj - «i| < 1 - 2~J on C.
We claim that under these assumptions we can find a number 8j+x  such that

0 < 3j+x <8j,a closed disk D(cj+X, rj+x)  (rj+x > 0) in D(0, I +3j+x)\D(0, 1)
and a continuous function ui+x £ L(C) satisfying

(i')   uj+x =0 on D(0, 1),
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(if)  0 < uj+x < 2-(J+3) on £>(0, 1 +3j+x)\D(0, Vy,_

(iii')   -jfe + 4-0+3) < uj+x < -^ -4-Ü+3) on Z)(c, , r*)   (1 <*<./+1%
(iv)   |«y-w;+1|<2-^+1) on C.

Observe that (iv) and (iv') imply that \uj+x - ux\ < 1 - 2~u+x) on C.

We now prove the claim.

Choose numbers C/+i G C, rJ+1 > 0 and <5¿+i > 0 such that

(t) D(cj+x,rj+x)cD(0, l+8j)\D(0, l+Sj+x).

For a number e > 0 we set

MJ+i(z) = e«i(z) + ^+i(z)

where

1 - e
v,-+i(z) := -j——(max(w7-(z) + elog|z-Cj+i| -Me, 0))   onD(0, l+<57+i)

1 — e
:= -j-(max(w_,-(z) + elog|z-cy-+i|-Afe, -2~u+2)))

on D(Cj+x, rj+x)

1 - e
:= j^(Uj(z) + elog\z - cj+x\ - Me)

onC\(D(0, l+3j+x)UD(cj+x,rj+x)).

If e is chosen small enough, say e < ex for some £i > 0, then u¡(z) >

e(M - log|z - Cj+X\) for all z with |z| = 1 + 8j+x by (ii) and (f). If e is
chosen small enough, say e < e2 , then Uj(z) > e(M - logr;+i) for all z with

\z — Cj+i\ = fj+x. This means that Vj+X is a well-defined subharmonic function

in L(C) if e is chosen sufficiently small.

We verify that uj+x has properties (i')-(iv').

(i'j Since M > log|z - cj+x\, we have that vj+x = 0 on D(0, 1) which

implies that Uj+X = 0 on D(0, 1).

(ii') Since Vj+x > 0 on D(0,l+8j+x) and w, > 0 on £)(0, l+3j+x)\D(0,1),

we can, by continuity, find a number <5,-+i < <5J+i so that (ii') is fulfilled.

(iii') If e is chosen small enough, e < £3 = l/(4~(-'+3)(M - logfy+i)), then

(iii') holds for I <k <j . _

We choose rj+x < rj+x so that vj+x = j^(-2-^+2)) on DJ+x(cj+x, rj+x).

Then (iii') holds for k = j + 1 if e is chosen small enough, say e < e4 .

(iv') For points not in D(cj+X, rJ+x) we have

\Uj-uj+x\ <e\Uj-ux\ + (l -e)\Uj-vj+x/(l - e)\

e(l - e),       , ,„
< e\Uj -ux\ + —-\Uj -log|z -Cj+i\ + M\

1  To

By (iv), this is less than

e(2-' + M + log3 - logrJ+x)    on D(0, 3)\D(cj+x, rJ+x)

and less than

e(2~x+M+l)    onC\£»(0, 3).
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If e is small enough, say e < £5, we see that  \Uj - uj+x\ < 2~(-'+1>  on C.

For points in   D(cj+X, rj+x)   we have  u¡ <  2_(;+2)   by (ii).    Since  vj+x   =

i^|(_2-(>+2)), we get \Uj- uj+x\ < (2 - e)2~U+2) < 2-ii+V .

We define
ü(z) = lim Uj(z)

where £ > 0 has been chosen such that £ < min(£., £2, £3, £4, £5).

Then {uj}y={ is a uniformly convergent sequence and hence ü is a contin-

uous function in L(C).

In order to get a continuous function u e L+(C) we can, since D¡, is

bounded, use Lemma 3 to ü.

By (iii) and (iii') we see that u < 0 on \J°¡Ll Dj(c¡, rj).

In the construction above we notice that the sequence of centers (cj)Jix can

be chosen so that each point in dD(0, 1) is an accumulation point of (Cj)Jtx ■

This concludes the proof.   D
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